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Abstract--- In present times, the protection of multimedia system information is turning into very important. The protection 
of this multimedia system information is often done with encryption. There are such a lot of completely different techniques 
should be used to defend confidential image information from an unauthorized access. in this paper, we are using multi 
encryption technique. Here we are using more than one encryption algorithmic program. 1st we tend to apply segmentation 
method to divide the image in to 2n equal elements. These image elements area unit encrypted through encryption formula. In 
encryption for every image part we are using completely different encryption key. currently we add n bits to every image 
components to determine it unambiguously. encryption keys are depends on extra bits. after encryption we will send the 
combined image components through the network. At the receiver side 1st we have a tendency to extract the extra bits then 
we apply decryption rule into the image elements with the help of acceptable decryption key. 
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I .INTRODUCTION 
 
The most ancient and basic drawback of cryptography is secure communication over an insecure channel. Party A has to send to party 
B a secret message over a communication line, which might be tapped   by an opposer. the event of knowledge technology and also 
the rising of computer networks allowed huge files, like digital pictures, to be merely transmitted in open networks like Infobahn [1]. 
each style of data has its own aspects, and wholly totally different techniques ought to be accustomed defend confidential image data 
from unauthorized access [2]. cryptography is that the tactic of reworking the information to form certain its security [3].The recent 
advances in technology, particularly in business and communications, allowed most likely massive marketplace for distributing digital 
transmission content through Infobahn. However, the proliferation of digital documents, image method tools, and thus the worldwide 
accessibility of internet access has created an ideal medium for copyright fraud and uncontrollable distribution of transmission like 
image, text, audio, and video content [4]. Another major challenge currently may well be the thanks to defend the material possession 
of transmission content in transmission networks. To influence the technical challenges, the 2 major image security technologies ar 
below use: (a) Image cryptography techniques to produce end-to-end security once distributing digital content over a variety of 
distributions systems, and (b) Watermarking techniques as a tool to achieve copyright protection, possession trace, and authentication. 
throughout this paper, this analysis efforts in image cryptography techniques supported chaotic schemes are mentioned. 

 

Nowadays, knowledge security is popping into further necessary in data storage and transmission. pictures are wide used in several 
processes. Therefore, the protection of image data from unauthorized access is extremely vital. Image cryptography plays a significant 
role at intervals the sector of knowledge concealment. pictures are wholly totally different from texts in many aspects like high 
correlation among pixels and high redundancy. Thus, a variety of latest image cryptography schemes are planned [5]. although we 
tend to may use the traditional cryptography algorithms to code photos directly, it is not a good set up for two reasons. the first is that 
the image size is typically larger than text. Consequently, the traditional secret writing algorithms need longer time to directly code 
the image data, the second, is that the decrypted text ought to be up to the initial text, but this demand is not  necessary for image data. 
thanks to the characteristic of human perception, a decrypted image containing very little distortion is typically acceptable [6], [7] - 
[9]. in keeping with [10] image cryptography techniques commit to convert an image to a unique one that is effortful to know. On the 
other aspect, image decipherment retrieves the initial image from the encrypted one. Most of these planned algorithmic  rules have 
confidence dividing the image into totally different blocks that result in a stronger cryptography rule with less correlation between the 
shares [11]. 
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Indrakanti  s.p. et.al. proposes a replacement image encryption supported random pixel permutation with the motivation to stay up the 
quality of the image. The values utilised within the encryption methodology are preserved at intervals the style of a sixty f
and sent to the receivers. The receivers place along use the key and also the shares to check the key[12].

Sud, K.K. et.al.[13] throughout this document a different approach for image cryptography supported chaotic activity maps to 
the requirements of secure image transfer. at intervals the study theme of the planned image, associate external 80
couple of chaotic activity maps area unit used. Samsudin et.al.[14] planned a different rule of image cryptography supported 
elliptical map of Jacobian was studied. This work is that the first attempt to explore the elliptical maps of Jacobian as a cryptosystem. 
Experimental results and safety analysis indicate that the study algorithmic rule supported the chaotic elliptical map is adv
from the aim of browse of giant key areas and a high level of security.

Aditee Gautam el. al. discusses a block based totally transformation rule throughout that image is split in to vary of blocks
blocks square measure remodeled before surfing associate sec
retransformed in to their original position and performed a cryptography methodology that provides the initial image[15]. ass
secret writing technique to introduce the watermarking 
throughout this paper, a secure watermarking technique is utilized that depends on the thought of writing the shape image and
applying the chaos operate. Here rearranging the position o
technique to possess an honest vary of security. to boot the chaotic pictures area unit divided into vary of blocks and domai
to identify the self-similarity feature[16]. Liu et al. projected a RGB image coding formula supported DNA coding and chaos map. In 
2015,Wang et al. given a picture coding technique supported second supplying mapping and DNA operations [17].

S.S. Maniccam et.al. given an algorithmic program that will los
supported scan technology [18]. Chin-Chen river, Min
with higher cryptosystem for pictures. In vector quantisation (VQ) fi
consecutive encoded vector by vector [19]. Chang
SmJmng Kim projected an formula that was construction type of image coding mistr
and image dividing technique [20]. Guosheng Gu and Guoqiang Han dynasty created a brand new extremely optimized image formula
using permutation and substitution strategies [21]. Tariq Shah, Iqtadar Hussain, Muh
propose a criterion to analyse the prevailing S-boxes and study their strengths and weaknesses so as to see their quality in image 
coding applications [22]. Most recent algorithms used for encryption are based on 
research they claim that chaotic maps may play an important role in encryption of images as well as for encryption of DNA seq
[23][24]. 

A. Encryption Process 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

a replacement image encryption supported random pixel permutation with the motivation to stay up the 
quality of the image. The values utilised within the encryption methodology are preserved at intervals the style of a sixty f

eceivers. The receivers place along use the key and also the shares to check the key[12]. 

Sud, K.K. et.al.[13] throughout this document a different approach for image cryptography supported chaotic activity maps to 
nsfer. at intervals the study theme of the planned image, associate external 80

couple of chaotic activity maps area unit used. Samsudin et.al.[14] planned a different rule of image cryptography supported 
was studied. This work is that the first attempt to explore the elliptical maps of Jacobian as a cryptosystem. 

Experimental results and safety analysis indicate that the study algorithmic rule supported the chaotic elliptical map is adv
aim of browse of giant key areas and a high level of security. 

Aditee Gautam el. al. discusses a block based totally transformation rule throughout that image is split in to vary of blocks
blocks square measure remodeled before surfing associate secret writing methodology. At the receiver side these blocks area unit 
retransformed in to their original position and performed a cryptography methodology that provides the initial image[15]. ass
secret writing technique to introduce the watermarking commit to encourage the protection was planned by Mohammed Reza et.al. 
throughout this paper, a secure watermarking technique is utilized that depends on the thought of writing the shape image and
applying the chaos operate. Here rearranging the position of image pixels were distributed by victimization the Arnold's Cat Map 
technique to possess an honest vary of security. to boot the chaotic pictures area unit divided into vary of blocks and domai

et al. projected a RGB image coding formula supported DNA coding and chaos map. In 
2015,Wang et al. given a picture coding technique supported second supplying mapping and DNA operations [17].

S.S. Maniccam et.al. given an algorithmic program that will lossless compression and coding of binary and gray
Chen river, Min-Shian Hwang, and Tung-Shou chen used vector quantisation for coming up 

with higher cryptosystem for pictures. In vector quantisation (VQ) first off the photographs are decomposed into vectors so 
consecutive encoded vector by vector [19]. Chang-Mok Shin, Dong-Hoan Seo, Kyu-Bo Chol, Ha Wmn Lee, Associate in Nursingd 
SmJmng Kim projected an formula that was construction type of image coding mistreatment binary section exclusive OR operation 
and image dividing technique [20]. Guosheng Gu and Guoqiang Han dynasty created a brand new extremely optimized image formula
using permutation and substitution strategies [21]. Tariq Shah, Iqtadar Hussain, Muhammad Asif Gondal and Hasan Mahmood 

boxes and study their strengths and weaknesses so as to see their quality in image 
Most recent algorithms used for encryption are based on chaotic maps proposed by 

research they claim that chaotic maps may play an important role in encryption of images as well as for encryption of DNA seq

III. METHODOLOGY 
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1). Input image -It should be selected from image dataset prepared from various sources like internet, images of published papers etc. 
 
2). Image Division-  In this step we divide the image into 2n  equal parts for further processing. 

 

Fig 2 Image segmentation 

 

3). Image Encryption-  Here, in this step each image part is encrypted by using s separate key, through which we can achieve multi 
encryption in a single image. 
     
I1

’ =  E(K1,I1) 
I2

’ =  E(K2,I2) 
I3

’ =  E(K3,I3) 
I4

’ =  E(K4,I4) 
  
Where E is encryption algorithm. K1, K2, K3  and  K4  are keys.I1  , I2  , I3 and I4 are original image parts  and I1

’ ,  I2
’ , I3

’  and I4
’ are 

encrypted image parts respectively. 
  
4). Add additional bit for unique identification – 
 
 
Here, we propose a use of additional bits to be added to each part of image so that after performing permutation we will be able to 
identify each part uniquely. Here if we divide the image into 4 parts then we should add 2 bits additional to each part, and if we divide 
it into 8 parts then 3 bits need to be added. 

 

 

 

Fig 3 Adding additional bits 

 

5). Apply Permutation of parts-  This step will perform permutation of image parts so that, if in any case someone get the data from 
network then it will be very difficult for them to arrange the data in sequence. 
 
6). Transfer the image -  Transfer the image through the network. 
 

B. Key Distribution 
 

Key is the very important part of the encryption algorithm.  In this algorithm we are adding keys at the end of image. Each image 
parts having different keys and we are adding  respective keys at the end of image. By using this technique keys are converted in to 
gray values of image so stranger can not extract keys from image. 
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C.  Decryption Process 

 

 

 Fig 4: Decryption Process 

 

1). Encrypted Image-   encrypted image what we received form network is a multi encrypted permutated image. So our main task will 
be to first divided the image in equal parts then decrypt.  

2). Divide the image – again divide the image into same parts as we done during encryption process. 

3). Extract additional bits –  In this step we are identifying the actual sequence of image parts to rearrange the image parts. We 
extract the added bits to identify the original sequence of an image.  

4). Apply Decryption of image parts- After identifying the added bits we apply decryption algorithm. Each part is decrypted with the 
key used for encryption  

5). Combine the image-combined the image according to sequence get from the additional bits. 

6). Compare- Compare the recovered image from original image on some parameters to check the accuracy of algorithm. 
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Input image 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) image division 

 

 

(b) Encryption of each parts 

 

 

(c) combined encrypted image 
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(d) decrypted

(e) decrypted image proper 

Table1: Histogram and correlation analysis of encrypted and decrypted image

S. 

No. 

Name of 

Image

1 Img1

2 Img4

3 Img5

4 Img7

 

 

 

(d) decrypted image without sequenced 

 

 

 

(e) decrypted image proper  sequencing 

 

 

Table1: Histogram and correlation analysis of encrypted and decrypted image

Name of 

Image 

Correlation 

Analysis 

Histogram 

difference 

Encrypt

ed 

image  

Vs.  

Origina

l image 

Decrypte

d image 

vs. 

Original 

image 

Original 

image  

vs.  

Encrypted 

image 

Img1 0.0054 1 1.9 e+06 

Img4 0.0051 1 4.8 e+06 

Img5 0.0061 1 8.9 e+06 

Img7 0.0043 1 5.5 e+06 

 

Table1: Histogram and correlation analysis of encrypted and decrypted image 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Use of multi-encryption assures high security of the images. Permutation process moves the security level one step ahead. Here, we 
can see that restoration of input image gives correlation ratio as 1. Which means the decrypted image is very similar to encrypted 
image. Also, big histogram difference between input and encrypted image shows the higher quality of encryption. This technique can 
be applied to any type of input image. 
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